LATEST HOCKEY

STICK TECHNOLOGY

WITHIN YOUR

REACH

For 2017 we are proud to launch the most technically-focussed Grays range to date; featuring three levels of composite technology to suit all
players and techniques. The GX range remains a core foundation, while we have expanded the GR range in response to exceptional player
feedback. After an extensive test period in both the lab and on pitch, we are also excited to announce a full KN lineup, whic h delivers
unbelievable pickup and agility without sacrificing power or stability. Our extensive shape collection is highlighted by the new Probow Xt reme,
which is our most extreme profile to date. With a hugely exaggerated Probow shape, enhanced dragflick groove, and unique toe profiling, this
stick is fully engineered for dynamic 3D play.
The Grays research programme continues to push technology limits within the lab, with all concepts simultaneously tested on the field. With our
unrivalled player profile we are proud to offer products and technologies which truly respond to the needs of top internationals and club players alike.

PROBOW

XTREME

The Probow Xtreme is an evolution of the Probow shape, with the sole purpose of pushing the limits of 3D play. The playing face has been completely
re-engineered to increase the dragflick zone, and the flat backhand edge has been increased to generate extra strike power. Combined with unique
toe design for close skills, and embossed Power Groove on the reverse of the stick, make this an exceptional stick for dynamic modern play.

Suitable for:
• Drag flicking, dynamic 3D skills and aerials
• Combinations of technical play, hitting and flicking
Blade Profile: 24.75mm Curve Location: 200mm

PROBOW
The Probow profile is defined by a straight profile which transitions into an extremely low bow, making it perfect for 3D skills and drag flicking.
A unique Dragflick Groove on the face helps control the ball, while the square-profile edge increases the sweet spot for backhand shots. The
thin profile of the stick is ideal for flicking and pushing, and is combined with an aggressively sculpted heel which helps get underneath the ball
for aerials and 3D play.
Suitable for:
• Drag flicking, dynamic 3D skills and aerials
• Combinations of technical play, backhands, and flicking
Blade Profile: 24.75mm Curve Location: 200mm

JUMBOW
The Jumbow profile combines the low curve location of the Probow, with the sweeping curve of the Dynabow. This makes it a dynamic sticks
for all styles of play; with the ability to perform 3D skills and the power for traditional striking shots. The thick profile and heel are well sui ted to
striking and tackling, while the hook option offers extra stopping area.
Suitable for:
• Combinations of technical play, backhands, and hitting
• Drag flicking, aerials
Blade Profile: 24.75mm Curve Location: 200mm

DYNABOW
The Dynabow profile offers a refined, sweeping curve along the length of the stick, while maintaining a maximum height allowed under FIH regulations.

Combined with a slim headshape and round lower-hand profile makes these sticks excellent for all-round play and nimble 3D skills.
Suitable for:
• Combinations of technical play, hitting, and dribbling
• Dynamic 3D skills and aerials
Blade Profile: 24.75mm Curve Location: 250mm

MIDBOW
The Midbow profile maintains a high curve location, giving it a classic curve while still conforming to FIH regulations. The face of this shape is
extremely flat, with a unique cross-section profile to generate extra stiffness. The rear profile also incorporates embossed Power Grooves to
create extra torsional stability and stiffness.
Suitable for:
• Combinations of technical play, and aerials
• Slap hitting, sweeping, and flat techniques
Blade Profile: 24.75mm Curve Location: 300mm

ULTRABOW
The Ultrabow profile is the least extreme model, which features a classic profile and gentle sweeping curve. The micro headsh ape and thin toe
make this shape ideal for general play and simple 3D skills.
Suitable for:
• Combinations of general play and simple 3D skills
• Controlled passing, receiving, and shooting
Blade Profile: 22.00mm Curve Location: 300mm

HEADSHAPES
To suit all styles of play, the collection features two angles of headshape, which complement the shape profile of each stick.
Maxi 45° Angle - Traditional shape for hitting
Micro 50° Angle - Modern shape for dynamic play

SIZE GUIDE
These measurements are a guide. Please visit a local retailer or our outlet store to see which stick best suits your needs.

Height (cm)

Stick Length

< 122

26”

123-131

28”

132-140

32”

141-152

34”

153-161

35”

162-177

36.5”

178-185

37.5”

> 190

38.5”

